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Knitting looms are flying off the shelves in craft stores because loom-knitting is such an easy craft to

take upâ€•it can be learned by both children and adults alike in just a few hours. If you have fond

memories of spool knitting (a round wooden spool with a central hole surrounded by four small

nails) when you were a child then you know how easy it was to create yards and yards of knitted

tubes. Todayâ€˜s loom are just as easy and fun to use! Widely available in craft stores, looms come

in a variety of shapes and sizes, some are circular, others rectangular, some tiny and some large.

The size of the loom dictates the size of the knitted piece although you can easily join smaller

panels together to make larger items. This book is designed as a hands on project resource as well

as an essential reference for the growing band of loom knitters. Clear step by step illustrations

throughout show how to cast-on, bind-off and knit a wide range of stitches on both round looms and

knitting boards. Practice projects are provided for each technique, and there are more then 30

attractive patterns to get the crafter started. - the first book to provide patterns for an increasingly

popular tool- comprehensive techniques and information provide the essential back-up manual to

supplement the minimal instructions that come with the looms - over 30 quick and easy patterns for

sweaters and accessories- written by an expert in the fieldAn Alternate Selection of the Crafter's

Choice Book Club
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Like most of the other reviewers, I was super glad when this book came out. I'm a complete knitting

moron and I was really struggling with the loom I'd gotten last Thanksgiving. Isela has been a great



teacher for me through her web site articles and so I was excited that perhaps this book would

collect stuff idiot n00bs like me should know, all in one place.Well, there is a lot of good info in the

book. But for me, it was a bit hard to use. Some of the topics are not grouped logically so I found it

hard to understand why they appeared where they did. For example, in the Round Loom Knitting

chapter, the book talks about making a slipknot, casting on, some basic stitches, and finishing. Ok

so far. Then the book goes into left field for a moment with explaining gauge, and then makes a

U-turn back to other cast-ons, knit/purl combos, and binding off after sticking in a couple of practice

patterns.Now, before anyone crucifies me for nit-picking, I should say I write technical books for a

living. I know topic organization (as well as editing) and unfortunately, this book needs some...badly.

The book isn't doing me any favors when it tries to make me practice the "simple hat" pattern after it

inexplicably talks about gauge and before it talks about "more cast ons." Such mixing of conceptual

and procedural material is at once confusing and rather off-putting, especially for anyone like me

who's never knitted before. It makes me think that either knitters are a scatter-brained lot who can

actually follow these meanderings (which I know is not true) or that I'm just stupid for not getting it

(which I also know is not true).That said, once I got past the crappy sequence of info, I started

having fun learning the basic stitches and making something.
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